One of the most exciting aspects of being a school Principal is that I have the privilege of witnessing and sharing the amazing accomplishments of the children – in every facet of their schooling. They simply never cease to amaze me with their ideas, lateral thinking, willingness to give things a go, attitude towards learning and one another.

We have selected 18 children as class representative for the 2013 school year and they subsequently form the Junior School Council (JSC). The JSC is responsible for many things throughout the school but most importantly it is a vehicle which will enable the children to develop their leadership skills - skills which they will be able to use for many, many years to come. Congratulations to the following students for being selected, we wish you well with your leadership journey in 2013!

1KG  Anuk
1MB  Ramike
1SR  Geena
2CB  Millie
2CW  Umaiza
2RL  Dulina
3DJ  Simar
3KC  Deni
3TA  Darren
4AJ  Amrita
4KB  Sam
4SW  Kyrilo
5/6K  Thisari
5JT  Jacinta
5SR  Rish
6LT  Martin
6ND  Sithumya and